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1. “The First Time I Built A
Million-Dollar Business
It Was a Total Fluke...”
“This would be so much easier in person,” I thought to myself as
the Zoom meeting window loaded.”
He’s waiting for me.
Headphones on, looking casual in a black v-neck tee. Green eyes
glinting in the glow of the screen. A practiced poker-face I can’t
read.
If you saw him on the street, you wouldn’t know he’s personally
responsible for tens of millions of dollars in sales.
Dude looks like a regular-ass white boy.
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His name is Mike Mark, and he’s the founder of
CoachingSales.com. His company helps entrepreneurs get off the
We sat down for over an hour to talk about his successes and
failures. First as a salesman, then as a sales manager, then as a
sales consultant.

results would be at all. We had no goals or anything. The
goal was just to sell a lot of shit.”
Mike was hired by the founder of gun.io, a tech company that
placed talented software engineers on projects. Kind of like what
CoachingSales.com does, but for software.
“When I came in they were doing a hundred grand a year.
months after that, we hit $2 million.”
Mike was so good at closing on the phone they were able to raise
prices soon after he joined. But that didn’t move the needle as
much as what he did next.

They were solving “broke people problems.” If you know anything
about sales, this will sound familiar:
• Offer
• Audience
• Messaging
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Of these 3, offer and audience are the most important. The wrong
offer attracts the wrong audience, putting a damper on your
ability to sell.
And the offer being “wrong” has a lot to do with your messaging,
or how you present it.
Fortunately for the owner of gun.io, Mike was Woke enough to
see the patterns and adjust accordingly.
Of course, being the only salesman taking calls helped. He was
immersed in the voice of the market.

who was technical.”
It worked. The new leads clearly understood the value of gun.io’s
offer and they were able to charge a lot more.
The reposition got them to $1 million a year. After that it was just a
matter of doubling-down on what worked. That got them to $2
million.
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“So, as you progressed, how did you build their sales team?”
“I was the sales team.”
“What?”
“I was the only salesman in the business.”
“OK, so...how does that relate to what you do now...
attracting and building sales teams?”
My spidey-sense was tingling.
It’s one thing to be a million-dollar closer. And another thing entirely to build a team of million-dollar closers.

that, I bought the founder time. Him not being on the phone
and grow the company.”
Fair enough, but that’s still one time. Like he said, could be a

another business?”

Sub-Text
1. Solving “broke people problems” attracts broke people to you
2. A million-dollar closer isn’t the same as a million-dollar sales team
3. The greatest beneﬁt of hiring a salesman is buying back your time
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2. “The Second Time I Built A

Million-Dollar Business
I F***ed It Up Big Time...”
The story so far:
1

Mike Mark helped gun.io get to $1 million ARR in 3 months,
then $2 million ARR in the next 6 to 8

2

He did it by accident because when he came into the
business they didn’t have a plan beyond “sell a lot”

3

Repositioning gun.io’s offer is what took the brakes off their
revenue growth; they stopped attracting broke-ass
“start ups”

I know Mike Mark can sell. I’m in his Psychology Of Persuasion
Facebook group. I’ve watched him teach advanced selling
techniques and break down negotiations word-by-word.
But that doesn’t mean he knows how to build sales teams.
Sometimes the best players make the worst coaches. Tiger
Woods is the best in the world at swinging a golf club. He isn’t the
best in the world at teaching people how to swing golf clubs. It
was David Leadbetter who taught Tiger Woods his game.
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successfully?”
helping founders get off the phones, and reached out to

First order of business: get Taylor off the phone.
So, Mike started taking calls and bought back Taylor’s time. At that
point, it’s instinctual. But then something happened that brought
their progress to a screeching halt.

management processes, all that. I also had to recruit, train,
and...I made them worse.”
Mike had no idea how to hire, train, or manage sales reps. Being a
good closer was of no use to him. They’re completely different
skill-sets.
He was hiring sales reps based on gut feel.

His second mistake: he wasn’t talking to enough prospective
hires.
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What most people do is talk to 4 or 5 reps, pick one that seems
doesn’t work out they’ve lost an entire quarter. They’ll repeat that
cycle 3, 4, or 5 times.
“I lost 9 months of my life doing that. Hiring someone and
training them to a point where they show promise. Then they

to turn the corner if you just invest a little bit more. But they
“Surely, he can’t be that bad at teaching,” I wonder to myself.
Turns out it wasn’t what he was teaching, but the way he was
doing it.
You see, if you take a good person and put them in a broken
process, you end up with a broken person.
entrepreneur didn’t know their system was broken. Instead of
reps through. Then scratch their heads wondering why a pile of
useless mush comes out the other end.
“We put them through a training process that was way
Coaching them all day, every day. Correcting and correcting.

generation depends on you.”
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So, how did Mike manage to turn it around?
my own. But eventually we got to a point where we could do
“How I salvaged it was by stripping down the entire training
process, allowing the reps to learn more based on their own
to trust their instincts and their judgement.”

By listening to and critiquing every call he was communicating to
the reps he didn’t trust their judgement. That they didn’t have
sound judgement. So they wouldn’t exercise it on calls for fear
they’d fail.
Instead, Mike stripped down the training to focus on the
emotional journey of the sale. It’s something he calls the
Hollywood Sales Method (more on that later.)
It worked.

fully removed from the situation.
That turned out to be both a negative and a positive for Mike.
Because once you’ve built a self-sustaining system that can
operate without you, you aren’t needed anymore.
after that or a while later?”

“Why?”
still send them referrals often. But I just wanted to be the
captain of my own ship.”
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“So, between then and now, when did CoachingSales.com form
up?”
...
Sub-text:
1.

Hire based on data, not your gut feel

2.

Just like a sales pipeline, you need to have a hiring pipeline to grow
your sales team

3.

If you put a good salesman into a broken system, you’ll end up with a
broken salesman
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3. “The Third Time I Built A

Million-Dollar Business,
CoachingSales.com Was Born...”
The story so far:
MRR in 6 months.
2.

He was terrible at hiring, training and managing sales reps.
He ended up ruining 4 or 5 of them, and was responsible
place to be in if your job is to be the sales manager)

3.

Only by stripping down their training system and coaching
the reps to trust their instincts and apply their own
judgement, did he manage to turn the team around and
remove himself from sales calls
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Funnels:
• Helped 25 businesses hit million-dollar run rates.
• Helped High Ticket Coaching Academy bring in a sales

The only way someone can have results like this is if they’ve
turned their skills into a system. One that can be taught,
replicated, and scaled.
So, what’s the secret sauce?
Mike calls it ATM (like the cash machine):
• Attraction
• Training
• Management
off the phones, buy back their time, and make enough space to
breathe.
It’s also had some unintended side-effects.
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was pretty funny.”

”
It certainly is.
What Mike has going for him, though, is the CoachingSales.com
offer is based on his journey - from salesman to sales manager to
sales consultant - and solving his own problems.
What Mike has going for him, though, is the CoachingSales.com offer
is based on his journey - from salesman to sales manager to sales
consultant - and solving his own problems.
This puts him in a unique position - he’s been both inside looking out
and outside looking in - over his competitors, who are trying to solve a
problem in the market they haven’t really solved for themselves.
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Sub-text:
1. The market is dynamic and your offer doesn’t exist in a vacuum
2. Competitors are going to do everything they can to take you out
3. You need to do everything you can to protect your offer

.
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4. How To Attract Million-Dollar

Closers That Are A Perfect Fit For
your Company...
The story so far:
1.

Mike Mark has dialed in his system of attracting, training, and
managing sales teams

2.

Over the past year, CoachingSales.com has worked with over a

s

The CoachingSales.com value proposition is,
That’s a hell of a promise. I’m inclined to call bullshit. I let the thought
pass.
Instead, I ask him how he does it.
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ultimately turns into a problem. Because the business owner

candidates.”
the hiring funnel to end up with the right people at the bottom.

Hmm...that’s a lot different to what I see entrepreneurs doing.
Usually they’ll post a job ad in a Facebook group, get a ton of
comments saying, “DM’d you,” and end up overwhelmed.
No way to vet them. No process to qualify them. Just get on the phone
and hire someone based on “gut feel” (remember, that’s a no-no.)

Okay, so they’re running a “million-dollar closer attraction system” at
scale. And that’s getting them a ton of volume at the top of the hiring
funnel. Enough to allow them to be picky and only shortlist the best of
the best.
Mike must be running a shitton of ads to do this.
“Well, yes and no. The thing is, when we run this attraction
system at scale, we have a lot of people come to us by word of
P17

5. How To Turn Talented Salesmen

Into Million-Dollar Closers...
The story so far:

at a time before shortlisting the best 2 to 4 for his clients
2.

His competitors and clients don’t have the economies of scale to
attract the quantity and quality of sales reps that he does

A salesman may be superb at closing, but you can’t just put them on an
offer and expect them to perform.
If it’s a new offer in a new market, they need training to be able to talk
to prospects well-enough to diagnose problems, present the offer, and
overcome objections.
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And the natural instinct of the business owner is to overtrain sales
reps.

In fact, it was this experience that inspired Mike to create the training
system CoachingSales.com uses. They call it “Ramp Up And
Calibration.”
the tightrope of overtraining vs. undertraining?”

enough success stories to believe in the product.”
“The journey of the sales is something I call the Hollywood

The second act is presenting your offer. The third act is
overcoming resistance to the sale.”
Mike goes on to teach me a concept he read in Breakthrough
Advertising: Desire x Belief = Conviction
“The job of uncovering the problem is to create desire. The job

normal to be nervous.”
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“So, the job of overcoming resistance is to intensify that belief
their feelings, process them, and guide them through the

to 45 days. After this, they move on to the calibration phase.
language patterns, conversational hypnosis, how to follow up,
into more detail on selling to different personalities and levels
of buyer sophistication. We want the reps treating each person
differently based on the way they process information.”

Check. That covers training a salesman. But what about managing a
team of them?

his shit together. So, what’s he doing different now - besides not
overtraining sales reps - to make sure his team and his clients’ are
performing well?
“To be honest, management or being a sales manager is

Next: How Mike Mark overcame the “Player-Coach” paradox
Sub-text:

1. When breaking-in salesmen, only train them on the product,
the market, and the emotional journey of the sale.
2. Once they’ve locked in their presentation, you can
3. You must master the rules to earn the right to break them
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6. Managing Sales Teams:

How To Overcome the
Player-Coach Paradox...
The story so far:

1. Using a Ramp Up and Calibration system, Mike Mark is able to turn
talented salesmen into million-dollar closers
2. The Hollywood Sales Method Mike uses gives the reps enough
context about the offer and market to get on calls immediately.
3. The advanced techniques taught in the calibration phase give the

How is an entrepreneur supposed to manage a sales team on top of all
the other stuff he’s doing?

they’re handling the ads. They’re managing employees. They’re taking
sales calls.
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And on top of all this, they have to recruit, train, and manage,
salesmen? Nah. Their bandwidth is already used up.

it. The big thing to consider here is the economics of scaling a
sales team.”

And they typically take 5 percent of gross sales.
“The problem is, at the stage most of our clients are at, they
need one. So, what happens is they become the sales manager
themselves. Bad move.”

The problem with being a player-coach lies in the dichotomy of
being a salesman and sales manager at the same time. A salesman’s
His job is to block off his time so anything that isn’t a deal barely
even registers.
A sales manager, on the other hand, is supposed to be the opposite.

them off a bar stool and calling them an uber home.”
The sales manager’s role is to take care of the team. To make sure
they have all the resources they need and remove any obstacles in
their lives. Anything that prevents them from focusing on performing
consistently on calls.
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best.”
I wonder whether that’s even within the capacity of the average
entrepreneur. So many are enamored with this idea of making
money while chilling on the beach. You know, the whole digital
nomad, solopreneur schtick. It’s a goddamn meme at this point.
But at the end of the day, if they want to scale or build a business of

have his job.”
It’s true. Your employees are betting on you when they come to work
for you. They’re betting you’re going to be around for a while. And if
you can’t be consistent, they won’t be able to do their best work for
you. You ever worked in a company that had a really bad quarter?
Or one that’s just gone through a merger/acquisition?
The rumor-mill starts to churn. People expect layoffs. Morale is in the
shitter. What do you think is the productivity of a workplace like that?
That’s what happened at the last company I worked at.
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your business by over and over until your team believes in it.
just get after it.”

CoachingSales.com team.”
Mike had a hard time hiring the right people. Instead of delegating
tasks and freeing up his time, adding headcount only doubled his
workload.

place, isn’t it? To get all that noise out of their brains so they can
think clearly.
It’s a little like music. If you want music to be loud and clear, you
have to remove unnecessary frequencies. When your mind is
scattered and you’re thinking about a million different things, you
can’t be as powerful in your leadership.

principles, and his processes of hiring and training team
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So. At this point, it’s clear to me that Mike has this whole “hire
closers, train them, and manage them until they’re totally beast

Next: Want Mike Mark to build your million-dollar sales team?
Sub-text:
and sales manager at the same time. The job roles and objectives
are polar opposites.
2. Entrepreneurs really need sales managers, but it often doesn’t
a sales team
3. For a team to perform optimally, they need trust. And the best

way to build trust is with consistency and clarity. Team
members need to feel safe so they can focus on doing their
job to the best of their ability
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7. How Mike Mark Can Help You Build

Your Own Million-Dollar Sales Team...
The story so far:

1. Mike Mark and CoachingSales.com have built 25 million-dollar
run-rate businesses, and several more to multiple 6-ﬁgures
acting as a fractional Sales Manager

CoachingSales.com (OR you’re one of its competitors, trying to copy
their offer.)
In either case, well done.
Let’s assume you’re ready to take action and sign on to work with
CoachingSales.com today.
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How would that work?

Click here to apply for your complimentary consultation today.
Look, I’ve never been a client of CoachingSales.com, so I can’t tell
you what the experience is like client side. I’ve only seen them post
their wins in the client Facebook group.
But for what it’s worth, I’ve worked with Mike and his team for a while
So, if you’re an entrepreneur who’s drowning in sales calls…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your entire week booked out
No time to eat
No time to pee
Barely see your spouse or kids
Eating like crap
Skipping workouts

You know it doesn’t have to be that way.
You owe it to yourself and your family to at least get on the phone
with Mike’s team...
And hear about a better way.
You’ve made it this far. You have nothing to lose.

“Be seeing you.” - John Wick
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